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Forbes Recognizes Six Top Accounting
Firms That Also Have Management
Consulting Chops
Forbes unveiled its eighth annual list of America’s best management consulting
�rms, which includes some familiar names.

Jason Bramwell •  Aug. 23, 2023

Six of the top seven public accounting �rms in the U.S. by revenue were lauded by
Forbes for having excellent management consulting practices.

Forbes unveiled its eighth annual list of America’s best management consulting �rms,
which is accumulated through a survey of industry insiders and clients. Companies
were evaluated within different consulting sectors (such as automotive, insurance,
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and health care) and the expertise in which they offer services (including leadership,
sustainability, and legal and litigation).

The �rms with the most recommendations in each category were given star ratings:
�ve stars for “very frequently recommended,” four stars for “frequently
recommended,” and three stars for “recommended,” according to Forbes. The
publication said companies do not pay any fee to be considered for the list.

The following six public accounting �rms’ management consulting practices made
Forbes’ 2023 list. The �rms are listed in alphabetical order:

BDO USA
Deloitte
EY
Grant Thornton
KPMG
PwC

In addition, EY-Parthenon—EY’s strategy consulting arm—and Strategy&—part of
PwC’s global network—made Forbes’ list.
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